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Background & Motivation

Sketching
- Constructing stream summaries
  - e.g., Count-Min, AGMS, HLL, ...
- Various applications (e.g., AQP, ML, Network)

FPGAs
- Custom hardware defined by software
- Reprogrammable
- Circuit-level parallelism
- Data / Task / Pipeline

Sketching on FPGAs
- High guaranteed throughput
- Lower power consumption
- Boards for various interconnects and use cases

Evaluation

Throughput experiments
- S10: Intel Stratix 10 GX 2800 FPGA
  - Accelerator generated by Scotch
  - Data parallelism degree d =4/16
- GeForce: Nvidia GeForce RTX 2080 GPU
  - CUDA, Hand-tuned
- Xeon: Intel Xeon Silver 4214, 2 Sockets
- OpenMP, Hand-tuned
- Uniform data distribution

More experiments in the paper
- Resource consumption, fmax
- Power consumption
- Xilinx devices
- Comparison to hand-tuned implementation

Generated accelerators outperform parallel GPU and CPU baselines
- Data parallelism is crucial

Trade-off between sketch size and degree of data parallelism / throughput

Challenges & Approach

An FPGA expert is required!

Device-, vendor-, interconnect-specific implementations
- Reusing existing artifacts is hard

Register-Transfer Level (RTL) programming
- Concepts unfamiliar to software developers

Manual tuning
- Sketch size vs. resources & timing
- Trial and error

Automated Tuning
- Optimization in a feedback loop

Scotch: System Overview

(1) Auto-Tune proposes a sketch size to the RTL generator
(2) RTL generator creates sketching unit based on parameters and specification
(3) Vendor toolchain compiles the full accelerator (sketching unit + I/O controller)
(1) Auto-Tune algorithm analyzes the compilation report and recalibrates
(… ) repeat until optimal solution is found
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